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A B S T R A C T

A major challenge for additively manufactured structural parts is the low fatigue strength connected to rough as-
built surfaces. In this study, Ti6Al4V manufactured with laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) and electron beam
powder bed fusion (E-PBF) have been subjected to five surface processing methods, shot peening, laser shock
peening, centrifugal finishing, laser polishing and linishing, in order to increase the fatigue strength. Shot peened
and centrifugal finished L-PBF material achieved comparable fatigue strength to machined material. Moreover,
the surface roughness alone was found to be an insufficient indicator on the fatigue strength since subsurface
defects were hidden below smooth surfaces.

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a group of manufacturing processes
that are considered to have great potential to be used in aerospace in-
dustry contributing to reduced fuel consumption, through lightweight
designs, as well as reduced production and development costs. Starting
from a computer-aided design (CAD) model, the powder bed fusion
(PBF) AM processes use metal powder to build a part layer-by-layer.
The laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) and the electron beam powder bed
fusion (E-PBF) processes use a laser or an electron beam respectively to
melt each powder layer before adding the subsequent layer. The as-
built surface of a PBF part is considerably rougher than both cast and
wrought material surfaces due to, for example, the effects of stair-
stepping, balling, and partially melted powder particles on the as-built
surface [1].

Nicoletto et al. [2] divided the surface roughness into primary and
secondary. Primary roughness is connected to raster tracks for surfaces
perpendicular to the build direction and to layer thickness for surfaces
parallel to the build direction. In contrast, secondary roughness is
connected to partially melted powder [2]. It was suggested, by Nico-
letto et al. [2], that secondary roughness only add 10 µm to the Ra
surface roughness and that the fatigue behaviour was controlled by the
primary roughness rather than the total roughness. Previous studies of
L-PBF and E-PBF Ti6Al4V with rough as-built surface have shown that

the fatigue properties is dominated by the rough surface rather than
internal defects [3,4].

Consequently, the surface roughness should be improved before
additively manufactured parts could be introduced to more critical
structural aerospace applications. Fatigue testing has shown that both
L-PBF and E-PBF Ti6Al4V subjected to hot isostatic pressing (HIP) fol-
lowed by traditional machining can achieve fatigue properties similar
to conventional wrought Ti6Al4V [4–6]. However, to be able to use the
potential of AM for structural aerospace parts, it is important that the
inherent ability to manufacture complex geometries with AM can be
used to increase part performance or reduce weight. Therefore, a part
that requires machining of all surfaces should be avoided since the
design will be limited to traditional machining geometries without the
benefits of a freeform AM design. There are, however, a huge number of
surface finishing variants developed for conventionally produced parts
that can handle varying degree of complex geometries, for example
blasting, shot peening, mass finishing, electropolishing and chemical
milling. Many of these variants have been tested for additively manu-
factured materials with focus on surface roughness improvements
[7–10]. However, from a fatigue point of view it is not always sufficient
to correlate surface roughness to fatigue properties since hidden defects
below the surface or microstructural changes can still give an early
fatigue failure [11]. There are, however, not as many publications on
the effect of surface post treatments on the fatigue properties of
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additively manufactured Ti6Al4V. Moreover, it is not likely that one
single surface post process will be preferable for all additively manu-
factured parts. The most suitable process will depend on end user re-
quirements, part geometry and cost. Moreover, the process parameters
for each post process need to be adapted to be optimised for a certain
part geometry and as-built surface quality, e.g. the post process para-
meters for L-PBF Ti6Al4V might not be preferable for E-PBF material. In
the present study, L-PBF and E-PBF Ti6Al4V were subjected to five
different post processes. The processes range from relatively simple
processes like linishing, to more advanced processes like laser shock
peening and laser polishing.

2. Materials and experimental methods

2.1. Materials and test specimens

E-PBF test specimens were produced in Ti6Al4V with a layer
thickness of 70 µm using an ARCAM A2XX equipment and the default
build parameters as recommended by ARCAM for the current alloy and
equipment (hatch spacing 0.2 mm, maximum beam current 17 mA and
speed function 36). The E-PBF powder size ranged from 45 to 105 µm.
The E-PBF specimens were blasted with titanium powder to remove
loosely bound powder and HIP:ed for 2 h at 920 °C/103 MPa. The HIP
cycle met the requirements of ASTM F2924/F3001 2012. The L-PBF
specimens were produced with a layer thickness of 60 µm using an EOS
M280 equipment and the default build parameters as recommended by
EOS for the current alloy and equipment (hatch spacing 0.14 mm, laser
power 280 W and scanning speed 1200 mm/s). The nominal fraction
size of the powder was 15–45 µm. The L-PBF specimens were stress
relieved (SR) at 730 °C for 2 h under high vacuum (at least 10−4 mBar/
min) before removed from the build plate.

To avoid batch to batch variations, the specimens produced by E-
PBF and L-PBF, respectively, were built in a single build. All specimens
were produced with the loading direction in the vertical (Z) build di-
rection and with the nominal dimensions according to Fig. 1.

2.2. Post processes

The post processing methods evaluated in this study was centrifugal
finishing (CF), shot peening (SP), laser polishing (LP), laser shock pe-
ening (LSP) and linishing (Lin). For each process, parameter develop-
ment was performed through iterative process trials and simulations to
achieve increased fatigue performance through reduced surface
roughness and, when applicable, compressive surface stresses.
However, fatigue testing was only performed on the final setup of
process parameters for each post process. Different process parameters
for L-PBF and E-PBF material were needed for some of the processes due
to the different as-built surface characteristics of these AM processes.
The post processes material was compared to as-built (AB) L-PBF and
as-built (AB) E-PBF that had not been subjected to surface post

processing.

2.2.1. Centrifugal finishing
Centrifugal finishing reduces the surface roughness of components

by rotating a mixture of parts, abrasive media and carrying agents in a
barrel. The relative motion between the parts and the media abrades
the surface of the component. The process has the potential to
smoothen the surface to a polished condition but also leaves the corners
of the part rounded which requires balanced process parameters to
achieve enough material removal versus loss in geometrical features.
Centrifugal finishing was performed in three stages; (1) cutting for
120 min with media SFB 10 × 10 with 50 ml LQ18, (2) smoothing for
90 min with media CFB 6 × 10 with 50 ml LQ16 and (3) polishing for
60 min with media PTM run dry. Fresh media was used at the start of
each process.

2.2.2. Shot peening
During shot peening the component is bombarded by steel balls that

cold works the surface layer which introduces compressive stresses into
the surface of the component. Furthermore, for the additively manu-
factured parts with the inherent rough as-built surface the surface
roughness is reduced during the shot peening process. The shot peening
was performed in conformance with the automatic shot peening stan-
dard AMS2430 using ASH110 (Ø0.279 mm cast steel shot with high
hardness, 55–62 HRC) media with 200% coverage. The Almen intensity
was measured to 0.0093″ A.

2.2.3. Laser polishing
Laser polishing reduces the roughness of an additively manu-

factured surface by re-melting a layer of material approximately
50–200 µm in depth. Any un-melted powder particles in the surface are

Nomenclature

AB as-built
AM additive manufacturing
bcc body centred cubic
CAD computer-aided design
CF centrifugal finishing
E-PBF electron beam powder bed fusion
hcp hexagonal close packed
HIP hot isostatic pressing
HK0.1 Knoop hardness with 100 gf loading
Lin linishing
LOF lack of fusion

LP laser polishing
L-PBF laser powder bed fusion
LSP laser shock peening
Nf cycles to fatigue failure
PBF powder bed fusion
Ra arithmetical mean height of a line
Rm ultimate tensile strength
Rp0.2 0.2% offset yield strength
Sa arithmetical mean height of the scale limited surface
SEM scanning electron microscope
SP shot peening
SR stress relieved
Sv maximum pit depth of the scale limited surface

Fig. 1. Fatigue and tensile test specimen. (a) Nominal as-built geometry before
post processing, (b) As-built specimen with machined grip surfaces.
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melted and re-flow into surface valleys areas. Hence, the difference in
height between peaks and valleys is reduced. A continuous wave laser
was used in this study and the test specimens was flushed with argon
during the process to prevent oxidation. The different geometries of the
gauge length and the specimen shoulder, see Fig. 1, required different
scan paths and laser power. A power of 225 W and rectangular scanning
loops were used for the gauge length while a power of 250 W and a
trapezoid scanning loop were optimal for the shoulder. It was selected
optimal for both regions with five passes with the laser using a scan
speed of 750 mm/s and a hatch spacing of 50 µm.

2.2.4. Laser shock peening
Laser shock peening uses a pulsed laser to vaporise a thin layer of

water, that the component is cover by, which in turn produces a rapidly
expanding plasma [12]. The plasma pulse propagates as a compressive
stress wave inducing cold working into the surface of the component
[12]. This introduces compressive stresses into the surface of the
component [12]. In this study a pulsed Nd:YAG laser was used with a
power density of 5.3 GW/cm2. Furthermore, the laser had a beam
diameter of 2 mm with 12 ns pulse length using a maximum of 10 Hz
repetition rate with a beam spot overlap of 45%.

2.2.5. Linishing (abrasive finish)
Linishing is the use of high-speed abrasive brushes that removes

surface peaks and smoothen surface valleys to achieve a uniform sur-
face. Robot controlled brushes were used with a three-stage process;
bulk removal, micro form finishing and polishing. The abrasive grit
used is finer for each stage to approach required surface finish. The use
of a robot gives increased control of process parameters, increased
precision and repeatability. Moreover, the robot used force feedback in
which the contact force is maintained even though the component
geometry may deviate from the CAD model. The specimens were lin-
ished with the linishing marks in the loading direction with the aim to
remove 0.5 mm and 0.3 mm material from the surface of E-PBF and L-
PBF material respectively. A larger contact force was needed for E-PBF
compared to L-PBF for the bulk removal stage. The feed rate of the
brush varied from 125 mm/min at the gauge length area of the spe-
cimen down to 50 mm/min at the top of the specimen shoulder.

2.3. Tensile tests

Room temperature tensile tests were performed on polished speci-
mens with the same geometry as the fatigue specimens, see Fig. 1. Two
tests on E-PBF and L-PBF, respectively, were performed using a load
rate of 0.0045 mm/sec which fulfils the requirements of test standard
ISO 6892-1. The tests were performed in a servo hydraulic test rig with
an Instron 8800 control system and an extensometer was attached to
the specimen during the first stage of the test to determine the yield
strength at 0.2% offset.

2.4. Hardness tests

Knoop hardness testing was performed with a Struers Durascan
hardness test equipment with 100 g (HK0.1) loading. A hardness pro-
file, starting from 0.03 mm below surface to 2 mm into the material,
was produced fulfilling the minimum requirements in standard ASTM
E384-11 for distances between indents and to the outer edge. The load
was applied in the material Z-direction (building direction) on polished
surfaces and six hardness indents per position were used for each ma-
terial condition. The hardness indents for each material condition were
taken from two different, but closely located, cross-sections from one
specimen.

2.5. Surface roughness investigations

Surface texture measurements were taken over a 2 mm2 area using

an Alicona SL focus variation microscopy. The L-PBF data analysis was
completed using Infinite Focus Measurement Suite by Alicona and the
E-PBF data analysis was completed using the software MountainsMap
by Digital Surf. The roughness data are an average of minimum three
measurements taken in the centre of the gauge length of two or more
specimens Since the measurements were taken on curved surfaces, the
data were levelled using least-squares mean plane by subtraction and
then filtered with an S-filter of nesting index of 5 µm and a L-filter of
250 µm to extract the roughness surface on which the parameters were
calculated. In this paper the areal surface texture parameters Sv (max-
imum pit depth of the scale-limited surface) and Sa (arithmetical mean
height of the scale-limited surface) are presented.

2.6. Residual stress investigations

The residual stresses were measured at the post-processed surface in
the Z-direction (building direction) using X-ray diffraction with an
equipment from Stresstech, XStress 3000 G2R. This diffractometer was
equipped with a Titanium X-ray tube (λ:0.27497 nm) and with the
settings 30 kV and 6.7 mA. The lattice plane (1 1 0) was measured
which has a 2θ diffraction peak located at approximately 139°. The
modified sin2ψmeasurement strategy was used with 5 psi angles (−40°
to 40°). The residual stress was calculated assuming elastic strain theory
according to Hook’s law using 120 GPa as Young’s modulus and 0.31 as
Poisson’s ratio, further described by Noyan et al. [13]. All measure-
ments were performed in an accredited laboratory in accordance with
the SS-EN 15304:2008 standard.

2.7. Microstructural investigations

Light optical microscopy was performed on both longitudinal and
vertical cross sections of each material condition. The cross sections
were polished and etched with Kroll’s reagent.

2.8. Fatigue tests

Constant amplitude fatigue testing was performed using load con-
trol with a stress ratio of R = 0.1 and a load frequency of 20 Hz. All
tests were carried out at room temperature with a servo hydraulic fa-
tigue test rig using an Instron ± 50 kN load cell and an Instron 8800
controller. The diameter of each specimen was measured with a mi-
crometre and the applied stress calculated accordingly. The fracture
surfaces of each specimen were investigated by stereomicroscopy and
representative specimens from each material condition were further
studied by a HITACHI SU-70 field emission gun scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM), operating at 15 kV, for more detailed images.

3. Results

3.1. Material removal

The diameters of the fatigue specimens were reduced after post
processing due to material removal or due to compression of the peaks
of the rough as-built surfaces. The average material heights that were
removed or compressed, compared to as-built surfaces, at each side of
the specimens after post processing are presented in Table 1.

3.2. Tensile tests

Tensile tests of polished specimens were performed of both L-PBF
and E-PBF material and the results are compared to data from previous
studies in Table 2. The L-PBF material investigated in this study showed
both a higher strength and a larger elongation compared to the in-
vestigated E-PBF material. This is in contrast to previous studies, as
shown in Table 2, in which E-PBF material generally has lower strength
but higher ductile behaviour compared to L-PBF material.
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3.3. Hardness tests

Hardness profiles from the surface and 2 mm into the material are
presented in Fig. 2. The L-PBF test series showed generally a very
consistent behaviour with quite similar hardness at surface and in bulk
region. Moreover, all the L-PBF test series had similar profiles with the
exception of the laser polished test series that had a pronounced surface
hardening followed by a lower bulk hardness.

The L-PBF test series had generally a higher hardness in the bulk
region compared to E-PBF test series which could be derived from the
different thermal conditions during the two AM processes. However,
very close to the surface the E-PBF series generally has similar or higher
hardness than the L-PBF counterpart. The as-built E-PBF material and
the E-PBF series that had been subjected to shot peened or centrifugal
finished showed an increase in hardness close to the surface.
Furthermore, the E-PBF material showed a very pronounced surface
hardening for the laser polished test series.

3.4. Surface roughness investigations

An overview of 3D-mapped surfaces for the different post processes
is shown in Fig. 3 and obtained surface roughness is presented as
average values in Figs. 4 and 5. Centrifugal finishing and linishing, and
laser polishing for L-PBF, resulted in the lowest surface roughness. The

Sa values are quite similar for L-PBF and E-PBF material subjected to
the same post-process, see Fig. 5. However, the maximum pit depth, Sv,
is considerably larger for post-processed E-PBF material compared to L-
PBF material as illustrated by Fig. 4. This indicates that the post pro-
cesses failed to remove all the initial rough as-built surfaces of the E-
PBF material, leaving valleys or deformed prior surface particles on the
post-processed surface in a larger extend than for L-PBF material.

3.5. Residual stress investigations

The residual stress at the surface were measured in the Z-direction
(building direction) after post processing and compared to the residual
stress for samples without post processing i.e. as-built surface, see
Fig. 6. Shot peening and centrifugal finishing showed considerable
large compressive residual stresses for both E-PBF and L-PBF material.
In contrast, the linished samples had tensile surface residual stresses,
for both additively manufactured materials, which can be expected
after a grinding process [18].

3.6. Microstructure and subsurface defects

The as-built E-PBF samples, which were HIP:ed, did not contain any
visible internal defects in the bulk material but had subsurface voids
under surface powder particles that were not fully melted, see Fig. 7a.
The L-PBF samples were generally free from voids, even though they
were not HIP:ed, with only rare occurring lack of fusion (LOF) or gas
pores, see Fig. 7b. Light optical and scanning electron microscopy re-
vealed subsurface defects embedded below the surface after several of
the post processing methods. Subsurface defects are visible after shot
peening, laser polishing, laser shock peening and linishing for both E-
PBF and L-PBF material, see Fig. 7c-f and 7 h. Centrifugal finishing of E-
PBF material, on the other hand, shows no embedded defects but fails
instead at removing the full depth of the largest surface valleys see
Fig. 7g. These remaining valleys are visible even with the naked eye as
“black dots” on a shiny smooth surface. L-PBF material subjected to
centrifugal finishing shows generally a smooth surface without re-
maining surface valleys, however rare minor surface valleys could be
found here as well. Furthermore, the laser polished samples, both L-PBF
and E-PBF, had large number of spherical pores at the interface between
the re-melted material and the base material see Fig. 7c.

The microstructure of L-PBF + SR and E-PBF + HIP is different due
to the inherent differences in these manufacturing processes. The L-PBF
microstructure consisted of fine Widmanstätten structure of acicular
(needle like) α′-phase, in combination with a mixture of α + β that
could have formed during the stress relieving heat treatment, see
Fig. 8a. The microstructure of E-PBF consisted of an α + β Widman-
stätten microstructure which is coarser than the L-PBF microstructure
due to the greater heat exposure during the E-PBF manufacturing pro-
cess and the following HIP treatment, see Fig. 8b.

Table 1
Average material height removed or compressed at each surface, compared to
as-built surface, after post processing.

Process E-PBF L-PBF

Centrifugal finishing 220 µm 180 µm
Shot peening 90 µm 40 µm
Linishing 520 µm 270 µm
Laser shock peening 10 µm 10 µm
Laser polishing 80 µm 60 µm

Table 2
Average tensile strength of additively manufactured Ti6Al4V from this study
compared to previous studies. Specimen oriented in build direction. HIP = Hot
Isostatic Pressing, SR = stress relieving.

AM Process Ultimate tensile
strength, Rm

(MPa)

Yield
strength, Rp0.2

(MPa)

Elongation to
fracture (%)

Reference

E-PBF + HIP 984 918 6 This study
E-PBF + HIP 942 868 13 [14]
E-PBF + HIP 1005 895 16 [15]
L-PBF + SR 1108 1049 13 This study
L-PBF + SR 1155 986 11 [16]
L-PBF + SR 1040 962 5 [17]

Fig. 2. Knoop hardness (HK0.1) profiles starting from surface and 2 mm into the material. (a) E-PBF material, (b) L-PBF material.
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The microstructure of the surface post-processed E-PBF or L-PBF,
respectively, were very similar in both size and form to material
without post-processing. The only exception was E-PBF and L-PBF
material subjected to laser polishing (LP) during which the surface was
re-melted. The microstructure of the laser polished L-PBF material had
transformed to a fine α′-structure, shown in Fig. 8c down to a depth of
110–160 µm. The laser polished E-PBF material showed a similar ap-
pearance down to a depth of 45–120 µm, see Fig. 8d.

3.7. Fatigue tests

3.7.1. Improvement by post processing
The fatigue behaviour for L-PBF and E-PBF subjected to post pro-

cessing has been investigated and is presented in Figs. 9 and 10. The

fatigue strength for L-PBF material increased considerably after cen-
trifugal finishing or shot peening. Centrifugal finishing, shot peening
and linishing gave also large increases of the fatigue strength of E-PBF
material. However, the resulting post-processed fatigue level of E-PBF
material was far below that of post-processed L-PBF material. In fact,
the highest level achieved for post processed E-PBF was in the range of
the L-PBF material with as-built surface from this study. Moreover, both
L-PBF and E-PBF material subjected to laser polishing showed reduced
fatigue strength compared to the original material with as-built surface.
The increase of fatigue strength, compared to as-built material, for all
material conditions is presented in Table 3.

Fig. 3. Overview of measured surface topography for as-built and post pro-
cessed specimens. Note that images are not curvature corrected. (a) E-PBF as-
built, (b) L-PBF as-built, (c) E-PBF laser polished, (d) L-PBF laser polished, (e) E-
PBF linished, (f) L-PBF linished, (g) E-PBF laser shock peened, (h) L-PBF laser
shock peened, (i) E-PBF centrifugal finished, (j) L-PBF centrifugal finished, (k)
E-PBF shot peened, (l) L-PBF shot peened.

Fig. 4. Average values of areal surface texture parameter, Sv (maximum pit
depth). Standard deviation shown as error bars.

Fig. 5. Average values of areal surface texture parameter, Sa (arithmetical
mean height). Standard deviation shown as error bars.

Fig. 6. Surface residual stresses of post processed Ti6Al4V samples. Standard
deviation shown as error bars. HIP = Hot Isostatic Pressing. SR = Stress re-
lieving.
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3.7.2. Crack initiation
A majority of the tested fatigue test specimens (60%) failed by a

single crack initiation and 70% had 1–2 crack initiation locations on the
fracture surface as shown in Table 4. The main crack initiation location
for E-PBF material with as-built, centrifugal finished and laser shock
peened surfaces and L-PBF material with as-built surfaces was surface
valleys, see Fig. 11a–c. E-PBF and L-PBF material subjected to shot
peening and L-PBF material subjected to laser shock peening failed
generally by cracks starting from subsurface defects, originally from the
as-built surface, that had been compressed and re-located to underneath
the surface layer as shown by Fig. 11d. Linished samples, both E-PBF
and L-PBF, failed by cracks starting in small defects embedded and
smeared into the surface, see Fig. 11e. The main crack initiation

location for E-PBF and L-PBF material with the top surface re-melted by
a laser, laser polishing, was surface notches which the re-melted ma-
terial had not filled as illustrated by Fig. 11f.

4. Discussion

4.1. Comparison to previous fatigue investigations

A comparison of the fatigue limit, at 5 × 106 cycles, from present
study to previous studies of E-PBF and L-PBF Ti6Al4V subjected to
surface post processes are presented in Fig. 12. Generally, higher fa-
tigue limits can be achieved for L-PBF, compared to E-PBF, after surface
post processing, as illustrated by Fig. 12, due to the inherit finer as-built

Fig. 7. Subsurface defects. (a) as-built E-PBF, (b) as-built L-PBF, (c) E-PBF after laser polishing, (d) L-PBF after laser polishing, (e) E-PBF after shot peening, (f) L-PBF
after laser shock peening, (g) E-PBF after centrifugal finishing, (h) L-PBF after linishing (fracture surface).
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surface roughness of L-PBF processes. None of the post processes pre-
sented in Fig. 12, apart from machining combined with HIP, can raise
the fatigue limit of E-PBF into the area of conventional wrought
Ti6Al4V. On the other hand, there are several surface post processes for
L-PBF, both from previous and the present study, that increases the
fatigue limit of non-HIP:ed L-PBF material to levels comparable to
conventional wrought Ti6Al4V. The highest fatigue limits for non-
HIP:ed L-PBF material was, apart from machining, achieved after cen-
trifugal finishing, shown in present study, and a combination of tum-
bling and shot peening shown in a study by Denti et al. [19].

Notable is that there is a major difference in fatigue limit between
machined samples with HIP and without HIP. HIP closes internal gas
porosity and lack-of-fusion (LOF) effectively as long as the void has no
connection to the surface [20]. It seems, based on the studies compared
in Fig. 12, that the maximum fatigue limit that can be achieved without
HIP is about 600 MPa for L-PBF Ti6Al4V and 380 MPa for E-PBF. After
this level it is likely that internal defects, like LOF, start to dominate the
fatigue behaviour and the removal of internal voids by HIP would be
needed to further increase the fatigue strength. Therefore, it seems to
date that machining combined with HIP, or the combination of several

Fig. 8. Microstructure of Ti6Al4V. (a) as-built L-PBF (b) as-built E-PBF (c) L-PBF after laser polishing, (d) E-PBF after laser polishing. B.d. = build direction.

Fig. 9. Fatigue life for L-PBF Ti6Al4V subjected to various post processes. SR = Stress relieving. Arrows indicate run out tests.
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surface post processes and HIP, would be the most effective option for
E-PBF material if fatigue levels in the range of conventional wrought
Ti6Al4V is to be achieved. The drawback of machining is that the main
advantage of AM, the freedom of design, will be restricted to traditional
machining geometries. Any surface post process apart from a 100 %
machining solution would therefore be preferable in order to utilize the
design freedom of AM.

Furthermore, the fatigue limit, presented in Fig. 12, for the post
processed E-PBF material apart from machining is only slightly higher
than what can be achieved with L-PBF without any surface post process
nor HIP. This latter option, with L-PBF, no HIP and no surface post
processing, is obviously preferable from a cost and process time

perspective.

4.2. Effect of surface roughness on fatigue

Surface roughness can be considered to be the most dominating
material parameter when considering the effect on fatigue strength for
AM material with rough surfaces [4]. This is not always obvious when
considering the arithmetical mean height and therefore roughness
parameters that consider the magnitude of the largest valleys and/or
peaks can be more suitable to characterize the surface roughness [21].
In this study the maximum pit depth of the scale limited surface, Sv, is
therefore compared to the fatigue limit in Fig. 13. The trend is that the
fatigue strength decreases with increasing roughness valley size but
other factors, for example residual stress, subsurface defects and mi-
crostructural changes, also have large effects on fatigue strength as il-
lustrated in Fig. 13. If the L-PBF material, in Fig. 13, post-processed
with centrifugal finishing (CF), linishing (Lin) and laser polishing (LP)
are compared, they have similar surface roughness but the fatigue
strength covers the whole range between 135 and 600 MPa. Therefore,
surface roughness alone is a not a sufficient indicator for fatigue be-
haviour. Embedded defects, located below a shine smooth surface, see
Fig. 11, is often the location for crack initiations and the presences of
these reduces therefore the fatigue strength. Witkin et al. [10] came to
the same conclusion in their study of laser polished and abrasive po-
lished L-PBF IN625 in which no significant increase of the fatigue
strength occurred even though the surface roughness was reduced
considerably.

4.3. Effect of residual stress on fatigue

The presence of large compressive residual stresses is beneficial for
the fatigue strength by lowering the mean stress during fatigue loading
[18]. However, as presented in Fig. 13, the residual stress is only one of
several factors contributing to the final fatigue behaviour. A compar-
ison of the residual stress at the surface and the fatigue limit is pre-
sented in Fig. 14 and it can be seen that even though both centrifugal
finished L-PBF and E-PBF material had the highest compressive residual
stresses only the L-PBF material had top fatigue strength while the E-

Fig. 10. Fatigue life for E-PBF Ti6Al4V subjected to various post processes. HIP = Hot Isostatic Pressing. Arrows indicate run out tests.

Table 3
Increase of fatigue strength at 5 × 106 cycles. The increase for E-PBF material is
relative to the as-built E-PBF strength level and the increase for L-PBF material
is relative to the as-built L-PBF strength level.

Post process E-PBF + HIP L-PBF + SR

none (as-built) Reference level Reference level
Centrifugal finishing +100% (150 MPa) +125% (335 MPa)
Shot peening +110% (170 MPa) +70% (185 MPa)
Linishing +110% (170 MPa) +25% (60 MPa)
Laser shock peening +5% (10 MPa) +20% (50 MPa)
Laser polishing −30% (-45 MPa) −50% (-130 MPa)

Table 4
Average number of crack initiation points.

No. of crack initiations
Few (1–2) Medium (3–8) Many (> 8)

E-PBF + CF
E-PBF + SP
E-PBF + Lin
L-PBF (AB)
L-PBF + CF
L-PBF + SP
L-PBF + Lin
L-PBF + LSP

E-PBF (AB)
E-PBF + LSP

E-PBF + LP
L-PBF + LP
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PBF material only had mediocre strength due to large remaining pits in
the surface, see Fig. 11b. Linished samples, with minor surface defects
and tensile residual stress at the surface performs equally well in fatigue
compared to centrifugal finished E-PBF material, see Fig. 14, which had
large compressive residual stresses at the surface. However, the cen-
trifugal finished E-PBF had also major remaining surface pits, presented
in Fig. 11b. This indicates that the combined effect on fatigue strength
from residual stresses and stress concentrations due to surface defects is
similar for the case of centrifugal finished E-PBF and linished E-PBF and
L-PBF material.

4.4. Hardness profile variations

Both the E-PBF and L-PBF test series that had been subjected to laser
polishing showed a large increase of hardness in the re-melted region
close to the surface. Similar hardness profile has previously been re-
ported by Ma et al. [10] for L-PBF Ti6Al4V after laser polishing. Ma
et al. attributed the increase of hardness to the formation of martensitic
α′ phases formed in the re-melted region since the martensitic α′ phase
has a hexagonal close packed (hcp) structure while the β phase before
transformation had a body centred cubic (bcc) structure. The hcp
structure has a higher hardness due to a higher bulk modulus compared
to bcc structure [29]. In the bulk region the laser polished L-PBF ma-
terial had lower hardness than in the as-built condition. One of the
explanations for this could be the additional heat exposure during laser
polishing since the bulk hardness profile is very similar to as-build E-

PBF material that also has been exposed to extensive heating
throughout the E-PBF process.

Both the shot peened and the centrifugal finished E-PBF test series
showed an increase in hardness compared to the as-built condition. This
could be attributed to work hardening of the material since these test
series showed considerable residual compressive stresses at the surface
after post processing, see Fig. 6. The shot peened L-PBF material does
not show the same increase in hardness compared to its E-PBF coun-
terpart even though large compressive residual stresses at the surface,
see Fig. 6. This could possibly be an effect of a higher level of de-
formation in the surface region of the E-PBF material compared to L-
PBF material. The shot peening process compress the E-PBF surface
more than twice the distance compared to the L-PBF material, see
Table 1. This is most likely due to the larger roughness of the E-PBF
material, compared to the L-PBF material, since it would be easier to
compress the higher peaks and valleys of an E-PBF surface and there-
fore more work hardening could be obtained.

4.5. Subsurface defects and microstructure in laser polished material

The laser polished samples, both L-PBF and E-PBF, showed spherical
porosity at the bottom of the re-melted region. These pores are most
likely gas that have been trapped during the laser re-melting of the
surface. Khairallah et al. [27], for example, has shown by simulations
that gas bubbles can be trapped at the bottom of the melt track during
laser melting if there is a fast melt flow.

Fig. 11. Crack initiation locations. (a) L-PBF as-built surface, (b) E-PBF after centrifugal finishing, (c) L-PBF after laser shock peening, (d) E-PBF after shot peening,
(e) L-PBF after linishing, (f) E-PBF after laser polishing.
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Laser polished L-PBF and E-PBF have a distinct difference, illu-
strated in Fig. 8c-d, between the microstructure in the base material and
in the re-melted region. This change of microstructure was expected
after laser polishing since the surface material is re-melted and this has
previously been shown by Ma et al. [10] for laser polished L-PBF
Ti6Al4V material. The microstructure presented by Ma et al. of the re-
melted region is very similar to the corresponding microstructure in the
present study. X-ray diffraction measurements performed by Ma et al.
indicates that the re-melted region consists of martensitic α′ phase
without β phases in contrast to the as-built material which had an α and
β-phase microstructure.

The large increase of surface hardness for laser polished material,
presented in Fig. 2, indicates that a surface embrittlement has occurred
due to the formation of martensitic α′ in the re-melted region. A hard
and brittle surface has generally a high notch sensitivity which will
increase the risk of shorter fatigue life due to cracks originating from
the brittle region [28]. In the case of the investigated laser polished E-
PBF and L-PBF materials, a high notch sensitivity would most likely
result in a more pronounced damage effect for the process-induced
pores, which would explain the reduced fatigue life of the laser polished
materials.

Fig. 12. Fatigue limits for E-PBF and L-PBF Ti6Al4V from this study compared to previous studies. Fatigue tests with R = 0.1 and material in the building direction
(Z) unless otherwise stated. HIP = Hot Isostatic Pressing, *45°, **R = 0. AM data from present study and references [4,14,19,21–23], wrought data from references
[4,24–26].

Fig. 13. Effect of areal surface texture parameter Sv on fatigue life. The fatigue limit is set at 5 × 106 cycles.
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4.6. Differences between E-PBF and L-PBF in fatigue

Even though E-PBF and L-PBF material are similar, they have some
distinct differences inherited from the differences during the two
manufacturing processes. The larger roughness of rough as-built E-PBF
material, see Figs. 5-6, have been identified as the dominating factor for
the difference in fatigue strength between as-built E-PBF and L-PBF
material [4]. This larger roughness also gives the E-PBF material a
disadvantage during surface post processing since more material needs
to be removed to fully eliminate the effect of the surface roughness.
Moreover, some surface post processes are unable to fully remove the
deepest valleys of the E-PBF surface while keeping the shape of the
component. This was evident in the present study for centrifugal fin-
ishing process that failed to fully remove the deepest surface valleys of
the E-PBF material, see Fig. 11b. These remaining valleys then served as
crack initiation positions which most likely reduced the fatigue life of
the centrifugal finished E-PBF material.

L-PBF material generally have a higher tensile strength compared to
E-PBF, see Table 2, which is connected to the different thermal history,
during the manufacturing processes, which results in different micro-
structure as illustrated in Fig. 8a-b. The L-PBF material in the present
study showed both higher tensile strength and larger ductility which
both can contribute to increased fatigue strength. The notch sensitivity
could for example be expected to be somewhat lower for the in-
vestigated L-PBF material due to the larger ductility hence contributing
to longer fatigue life [28] compared to the investigated E-PBF material.

The final fatigue strength after post-processing depends on a com-
bination of surface roughness, surface residual stress, remaining defects
and microstructure. Further studies are needed to quantify the in-
dividual impact of each of these aspects. However, a brittle micro-
structure with high notch sensitivity, as previously discussed regarding
the effect of laser polishing in section 4.5, seems to have the largest
impact on fatigue strength.

The effect on fatigue strength due to smoothening of the surface
versus the effect due to compressive residual stresses is obviously de-
pended on the magnitude of the roughness and the residual stress.
However, there are two interesting aspects if E-PBF and L-PBF material
subjected to shot peening or linishing are compared. For E-PBF, the
linished samples with very smooth surfaces, see Figs. 4 and 5, and
tensile residual stresses, see Fig. 6, show similar fatigue limit to shot
peened samples with rough surfaces and compressive residual stresses,
see Fig. 12. In this case, the combined effect of residual stress and
surface roughness seems to be of the same magnitude for the two post
processes. For L-PBF samples, however, shot peening resulted in a
considerably higher fatigue limit compared to linishing. The shot
peened L-PBF samples had smoother surfaces and larger compressive
residual stresses at the surface, both aspects beneficial for fatigue
strength, compared to shot peened E-PBF samples while the linished L-
PBF had smoother surfaces but larger tensile residual stresses compared
to the E-PBF samples. The finer surface roughness for L-PBF samples
after linishing is not enough to compensate for the better surface re-
sidual stress conditions of the shot peened L-PBF samples hence the
lower fatigue limit of the linished samples.

4.7. Post process for an aerospace structural part

The advantages and limitations of each post processing method are
heavily dependent on the geometry of the aerospace part and none of
the investigated processes would be the optimal choice for all possible
AM geometries. Therefore, a case by case evaluation would be needed
for every new part geometry. Using the knowledge from the post pro-
cess development in this study, typical suitable geometrical features for
each of the processes are summarized in this section and in Table 5.
Centrifugal finishing is, from a fatigue point of view, the most suitable
process for the investigated L-PBF material with a fatigue limit com-
parable to machined wrought Ti6Al4V as illustrated by Fig. 12. There
are, however, limitations with centrifugal finishing, presented in
Table 5. Centrifugal finishing requires, for example, masking of im-
portant features or additional material stock needs to be added to avoid
issues with rounded features. Shot peening of L-PBF Ti6Al4V also
showed a considerable improvement of the fatigue limit up to the lower
range of wrought titanium, see Fig. 12. The main limitation for shot
peening, laser shock peening and laser polishing, is the requirement for
line of sight which limit the design freedom of the part. An aerospace
additively manufactured part is likely to have some degree of complex
design. Therefore, it is important to make the design with a specific post
process technique in mind to make sure that all critical areas of the part
can be finished. Linishing does not require line of sight but is instead
dependent on available tools. Moreover, all the investigated processes
except for centrifugal finishing can perform targeted finishing, in which
only specific areas of the part are finished. The combination of two or
more finishing processes to achieve high fatigue strength while keeping

Fig. 14. Residual stress at surface compared to fatigue limits at 5 × 106 cycles.

Table 5
Typical suitable geometrical features for the investigated post process techniques. Note that this table is a generalisation and should not be considered as rigid design
rules.

Post process Freeform external
geometries

Simple internal or recessed
geometries

Complex external geometries Complex internal geometries

Centrifugal finishing OK OK
OK. Features can be rounded, cannot target a
specific surface

OK. Depends on media used, cannot finish
small holes

Shot peening OK
OK. Requires line of sight OK. Requires line of sight

No

Linishing OK OK
OK. Tools must be suitable

No

Laser shock peening OK
OK. Requires line of sight OK. Requires line of sight

No

Laser polishing OK
OK. Requires line of sight OK. Requires line of sight

No
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the geometrical features within limits could be possible and has been
shown in previous studies by for example Denti et al. [19]. Denti et al.
found the highest fatigue strength after a combination of tumbling and
shot peening. However, all added manufacturing processes increase
both part cost and process time. Finally, the laser polishing process,
investigated in this study, resulted in reduced fatigue strength and is
therefore not preferable for an aerospace application.

5. Conclusion

The primary goal of this study was to investigate how the fatigue
behaviour of additively manufactured Ti6Al4V, produced with both L-
PBF (laser powder bed fusion) and E-PBF (electron beam powder bed
fusion), with rough as-built surface could be improved using the dif-
ferent post processing techniques; centrifugal finishing, shot peening,
laser shock peening, laser polishing and linishing.

• The fatigue strength can be greatly increased after surface post
processing, in which centrifugal finishing (L-PBF + 125%, E-
PBF + 100%), shot peening (L-PBF + 70%, E-PBF + 110%), and
linishing (L-PBF + 25%, E-PBF + 110%) gave the largest increase
of fatigue strength in this study.

• The fatigue strength of L-PBF material with as-built surface could be
improved to levels comparable to wrought and machined Ti6Al4V
using centrifugal finishing or shot peening.

• The investigated laser polishing post process lowered the fatigue
strength with 30% (E-PBF) to 50% (L-PBF) compared to material
with rough as-built surfaces.

• The effect of the larger surface roughness of as-built E-PBF material,
compared to L-PBF material, could not fully be eliminated by any of
the post processes hence the final fatigue strength reaches only re-
lative low levels even though improved by more than 100%.

• The fatigue limit of E-PBF material after surface post processing,
apart from machining, was only slightly higher than what can be
achieved with L-PBF without any surface post process nor HIP.

• The surface roughness alone is not a sufficient indicator of fatigue
properties for surface post-processed material since prior surface
defects, or microstructural changes, can be hidden below a smooth
surface. The final fatigue strength after post-processing depends on a
combination of surface roughness, surface residual stress, micro-
structure and remaining defects.
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